A general scheme for controlled teleportation of an arbitrary single-qubit state with four-qubit asymmetric state is proposed. In this scheme, the sender performs Bell measurement on his particle, the two controllers and the receiver perform joint unitary operation on the rest particles. Finally, the receiver can reconstruct the single particle by introducing an auxiliary particle, he first does unitary transformation on his particle and the auxiliary particle, then performs a Von Neumann measurement on the auxiliary particle. Thus the scheme can be realized in certain probability.
I. Introduction
The first teleportation scheme of one-particle unknown state via an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen pair with the help of some classical information is proposed by Bennett et al [1] in 1993. Up to now, there are many achievements in theory and experiment about teleportation, which can be seen in the literature[1 _ 12] and their literature. The key to quantum teleportation is to establish a quantum channel between the sender and the receiver. There are many choices of quantum channels, including two-particle channels[2_4], three-particle channels[5_7], four-particle channels[8_10], six-particle channels [11] and nparticle channel [12] . In 2016, Zhang Jianzhong et al [10] proposed a scheme of two quantum secret sharing scheme based on four-qubit entangled ststes. From [10] , quantum teleportation based on asymmetric quantum channel can transmit more information than the quantum teleportation of symmetric quantum channel. In this paper, we intend to discuss a scheme of controlled quantum teleportation, the state we want to teleport is single-qubit state, the channel we choose is four particle asymmetric entangled state. There includes four parties, one sender, one receiver, two controllers. We will present its whole process according to three cases and we will calculate all successful probabilities of
III. Conclusion
This paper improves the four-particle asymmetric entangled state channel in [10] , enlarging the range of its coefficients. And we analyze the teleportation in three situations, one of David, Bob and Charlie is the receiver, and the other is the controller. It is found that the maximum probability of quantum teleportation in each case is 2a2. That is, although the recipients are different, the maximum probability of successful quantum teleportation is equal. The scheme can be generalized to multi-particle controlled quantum teleportation.
